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Introduction 
 

In August of 2005 I was walking along a trail in Big Bend National Park 

when I glanced down and noticed a cushion of dark green, heart-shaped 

leaves, poking out of which were a few funnel-shaped flowers with yellow, 

brown-spotted throats.  My first reaction was that it looked like a Ceropegia, 

even though I knew that this genus did not occur in North America.  As I 

examined the plant, I noted the alternate, raher than opposite, leaves and the 

bilaterally, rather than radially, symmetrical flowers.  It was definitely not a 

Ceropegia.  What then?  For some reason Aristolochia came into my mind, 

despite my never having seen a live plant of this genus and despite my 

thinking that it was restricted to the tropics.  The next day I looked up 

Aristolochia in the Peterson wildflower guide and was surprised to find that 

there were four species, known locally as pipevines, in the Southwest, two of 

them right there in the Big Bend area.  Later, I found more blooming plants 

of A. coryi in another area and a few days later I came upon plants of A. 

wrightii in bloom.  I was fascinated by them. 

When I searched the literature on Aristolochia, I found that all of the 

seminal work and many of the most important papers had been published in 

German.  As I translated them I also noticed that they were splendidly done 

and, when read in chronological order, presented a remarkable picture of how 

the intricacies of this flower were unraveled.  Yet, there they were buried, so 

to speak, in German journals held in certain select libraries; at best, the 

interested layman would be fortunate if he found even an English summary 

of a few of these papers.  I think the public should have access to this 

material, so I have put together this collection of important German papers. 

Aristolochias (often called birthworts in English) have been known 

medicinally for several thousand years around the Mediterranean.  They 

were mentioned by THEOPHRASTUS (c. 300 B.C.E.) and dealt with by 

DIOSCORIDES (c. 0065) and  PLINY THE ELDER (c 0070).  they were 

described in all of the medieval herbals and widely planted in European herb 

gardens.  When Europeans arrived in North America, a local species, A. 

serpentaria, was being used medicinally by Native Americans.  The flowers, 

however, were not investigated until the development of the magnifying glass 

and the formal birth of taxonomy in the 1700s.  Even so, it wasn’t until 

SPRENGEL gave them his attention in 1793 and revealed some of their 

intricate details that we got our first accurate look at these strangely 

constructed flowers.  SPRENGEL was the father of floral biology, the first to 

note that certain flowers had developed in such a way that they manipulated, 

rather than just attracted, insects.  Unfortunately, he did not understand 

that these developments favored cross-pollination rather than self-pollination 

and, initially, his work was largely disregarded. 
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In 1928 LINDNER reported on another remarkable Aristolochia that he 

had recently discovered in Bolivia.  He seems to be the first person to have 

noted the change in the pigmentation inside of the flower and its relationship 

to the temporary captivity and release of the insect visitors.  This was an 

important new observation and added a new dimension to our understanding 

of these amazing flowers. 

I am including here KNOLL’s short account on “slide-trap flowers” 

because it is frequently cited by subsequent authors and readers should know 

what they are referring to.  It is not a formal paper but is the synopsis of a 

lecture he gave at a botanical meeting. 

In CAMMERLOHER’s third paper he directs his attention to LINDNER’s 

new species examining it thoroughly from a botanical perspective. LINDNER 

was an entomologist and he did his work at the discovery site in Bolivia; as a 

consequence he missed some of the more subtle aspects of the flower. 

CAMMERLOHER, working with cultivated plants in Vienna, had much more 

time and better working conditions for his very comprehensive investigation. 

We then have two papers by DAUMANN.  The first one gives his results 

from a thorough investigation of the kettle hairs in several species and 

provides some remarkable new information about them and the nutrition 

available to the captive insects.  His second paper investigates the flower’s 

attractive effect on small flies and provides still more new information. 

The last two papers compliment two previous papers and provide a 

proper conclusion to this collection.  In the first one, IBISCH brings us up to 

date on A. lindneri in Bolivia and in the second one, HEINHUIS, ROTH and 

BARTHLOT provide a splendid update on A. arborea. 

Since many of these papers do not have habit illustrations of the various 

species that they discuss, I have included some illustrations that I collected 

from other sources so the reader can see what these plants actually look like.  

Taking these illustrations in chronological order, one can see how the 

emphasis gradually shifts from roots and habits in pre-Linnaean times to 

predominantly flowers in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

If the reader is not entirely satisfied with this collection and would like to 

read some non-German authors, there are papers in English, Spanish and 

Portuguese that deal with many of these same species and others as well.  

The oldest English paper that I know of is by PETCH (1924) who worked in 

Ceylon. His paper is 109 pages long discussing many unusual species with 

illustrations.  PFEIFER (1966 and 1970) has revised the taxonomy of the 

North and Central American species in two works and has good illustrations, 

especially in the latter one. CROSSWHITE and CROSSWHITE (1984) have a 

good discussion of A. watsonii in Arizona and CHEATUM, JOHNSON and 

MARSHALL (1995) discuss and illustrate the 6 Texas species in their 

remarkable book on useful wild plants. A number of foreign authors have also 

written in English and are cited in the bibliographies of most recent papers. 



 

 
 



 

 
  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 

  



 

 



 

 
 


